Abstract-In this paper we present a tool aimed at generating Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) cores targeting FPGA platforms. The tool is able to generate different pipelined architectures of the FFT that provide different points of the design space: from high performance to low area implementations. The user can select the most suitable architecture based on a broad set of configuration parameters, as they are the number of points, sample size, truncation, etc. Moreover, a set of accurate estimators has been implemented to allow the designer an early and quick design space exploration before synthesizing the core. Experimental results validate our approach and provide significant measurements about the accuracy of the estimation and the tool execution time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Following the Moore's Law, current sub-micron technologies have allowed extraordinary integration densities in digital circuits. However, as processes scale down, incertainty increases (voltage, temperature, noise, coupling etc.), there is higher interconnect delay and the design process is more complicated, especially for ASICs, where margins are too tight and the "time to market" pressure is tremendous. Moreover, masks costs have reached a critical point, dominating the manufacturing process and requiring high finantial risk.
FPGAs offer significant advantages at a suitable low cost [1] : huge flexibility, reduced verification effort and short design cycle. Even though FPGAs are not so efficient as ASICs they can provide better performance than processor or DSP based systems. This fact, in conjunction with the enormous logic capacity allowed by today's technologies, makes FPGAs an attractive choice for the implementation of complex digital systems. Moreover, with their newly acquired digital signal processing capabilities, FPGAs are now expanding their traditional prototyping roles to help offload computationally intensive digital signal processing functions from the processor.
In this context, system designers demand additional support because the design cycle presents now more degrees of freedom. Design space exploration includes typical hardware variables such as area, clock frequency or power dissipation, together with classical signal processing issues: throughput, bandwidth... Low level hardware details should be hidden to the system designer by high level design exploration tools, as proposed in this paper.
In this work we present a tool that allows the designer to perform the design space exploration of a key element of digital signal processing, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). With the tool the designer has access to different architectures of the FFT which offer a broad variety of possibilities in terms of area, performance and power. Our purpose is to allow the system designer to explore the different posibilities in a quick and easy way. To address this goal the tool integrates several fast and accurate estimators for key design parameters: area and power. Additionally, the reuse of previously designed cores can be carried out, with the subsequent advantages of reduced price and design cycle.
As base of this work we have chosen pipelined architectures that can be applied to data processing applications with continuous flow of input samples because they allow a high processing speed while keeping a simple and fixed control. We have used xHDL [2] as description language because it provides flexible mechanisms for component customization, instantiation and interconnection. With this, all generated FFTs can be perfectly characterized in terms of performance, area and power consumption when modifying important configuration parameters as they are the radix, the number of points, the bitwidth of input samples or the truncation or not of results through the different stages.
There are other approaches that develop a tool to generate FFTs cores or similar. The Xilinx LogiCore is a well-known example [3] , but the degree of parametrization of this tool is significantly reduced when compared to our approach, as will be shown in the experimental results. Other interesting approach is Spiral [4] , which is based on a different DFT architecture, the Pease FFT, that provides a parallelized implementation that can be considered in between the architectures presented here. The tool includes several area and performance estimators [5] , but the accuracy of the results is far from what we have obtained. Other works on design space exploration approach the estimation problem from high-level especification languages, but they focus on LUT estimation on very small circuits [6] or need to generate RTL models with the corresponding impact on accuracy [7] . Finally, regarding power estimation, the main FPGA manufacturers (Xilinx [8] , Altera) have developed power estimators, but they do not allow the evaluation of a core without its physical design (postmap implementation). Moreover, post-PAR may be required by some power estimation procedures [8] , [9] , which provide more precise results, but paying the price of long execution times.
The structure of the paper is the following. In section II some background on the implementation of the FFT is reviewed. After that, the core generation tool is introduced, Section IV describes in depth the estimation procedures implemented in the tool. Finally experimental results will be presented and some conclusions will be drawn.
II. BACKGROUND ON FFT ARCHITECTURES
The most widely used algorithm for FFT computation is the one proposed by Cooley-Tukey [10] , which is based on the successive decomposition of a DFT with length N into R DFTs with order N/R. R, known as Radix, is a power of two and as consequence the length of the transform will have a set of discrete values N = R S , where S corresponds to the set of successive decompositions required for the whole transform. There are two approaches to implement the algorithm: decimation in time (DIT) or decimation in frequency (DIF). The only difference between them is the way the algorithm performs the decomposition of the DFT, resulting in a different sequence of operations. Given that most digital signal processing applications require a continuous flow of samples, their implementations will be characterized by high throughput and short word lengths. The FFT implementations that better fit these requirements are parallel and pipelined architectures, where the processing is performed in several cascaded stages. We can classify those architectures into two main groups: with feedback (FB, in figure 1 ) or feed-forward (FF, in figure 2 ). There are three basic elements in both FB and FF architectures: a memory where data between stages are stored, a butterfly where low order DFTs are accomplished and finally an element to multiply samples by the corresponding twiddles (rotator). The architectures differ in the way these elements are interconnected and in the control of the sample flow. As result, these architectures provide opposite points in the design space: from the smallest area of the FB structure (resource sharing is fully exploited) to the fastest implementation provided by the FF architecture (with a high price in area).
Both architectures present three levels of pipeline in order to maximize the performance. The first pipeline level is implemented by the set of stages in which the architecture is decomposed. The second level is implemented with the components that form each stage, memory, butterfly and rotator, which are also pipelined (third pipeline level).
Architectures with feedback provide the output flow (samples/second) at the working frequency (MHz), because the FB structure allows the reuse of some of the elements present in every stage. On the other hand, FF structures provide a higher processing speed because reuse is not applied and there are multiple critical elements to avoid delays. Readers interested on more details are referred to [11] .
III. FFT DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION TOOL
To help the system designer to explore the possibilities offered by the different architectures we have designed an FFT generation tool, whose user interface is shown in figure 3 . This tool has been implemented in Java using as internal description language xHDL. The tool generates synthesizable VHDL taking as input the configuration options selected by the user. Moreover, the tool provides support to select and configure among the many parameters that characterize every single FFT architecture. Once a given architecture has been selected, the tool provides quick estimates on basic parameters and functions that help the user in the design exploration phase. The user must configure the following input parameters:
• Parameters related to the transform: the transform length (number of points) which is related with the parameters RADIX and number of STAGES. A special parameter in connection to the transform output is OUTPUT ORDER MEM, which sets the use or not of a last stage memory to reorder the output samples.
• Parameters which define the WIDTH of the input samples and the bit growth of data through the different components: BUTTERFLY GROWTH and ROTATION GROWTH.
• Parameters which drive the design to the physical device.
If the FPGA where the design will be mapped includes particular blocks (multipliers, RAM blocks, etc.) these parameters allow the use and configuration of this kind of built-in elements. For example, MEM BRAM TH is the percentage of use of a RAM block that should be filled by a given implementation to allow its use. The RAM can also be configured to be single or dual port (MEM DPRAM). Moreover, the tool provides the limits within which the value of those parameters can range. As a quick help for the design exploration process, the tool computes or estimates the following functions:
• General functions which are directly computed from parameters as is the case of Number of points of the FFT (FFT POINTS=Radix Stages ) or the bitwidth of the output results (OUT WIDTH).
• Area estimates: Number of LUTs (AREA LUTS), number of flip-flops (AREA FFS) and area of the FFT in slices (AREA SLICES).
• Estimators of usage of special resources: Number of RAM blocks (AREA BRAM) and number of multipliers (AREA MULT). At the core of this tool the generation and estimation processes carry out the most important procedures to characterize the FFT cores, thus their working methodology will be described in depth next.
IV. GENERATION AND ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY
Traditional hardware description languages are currently limited in their use to build complex systems through parameterization and reuse. For these reasons we have used xHDL, a meta-language designed to improve VHDL that provides flexible mechanisms for component customization, instantiation and interconnection. xHDL was conceived to ease the specification of highly parameterized cores and the reuse of already designed cores, keeping the currently available methodologies and synthesis tools. At the same time, it can help on parameter and component selection through the evaluation of functions that report on estimated characteristics of the design before the long synthesis phase.
The source files for xHDL are known as templates. They contain the code for the available cores as embedded VHDL source code. To allow reuse, xHDL implements a flexible way of communication between subcomponents, a calling mechanism. This helps in parameter fixing (e.g. a component can report to the core on the number of iterations needed for some computation), and also in getting feedback information from a subcomponent (e.g. the latency of a multiplier that determines some buffer latency).
We have built the two FFT architectures (FB and FF) using three common intermediate elements: memory, butterfly and rotators, each one being a complex and reusable core. The way these elements are used in FB and FF architectures is very diverse, resulting in different use of the FPGA resources by their internal library components. Figure 4 shows the generation and estimation processes implemented in the FFT design exploration tool. The user must first select and configure all input parameters required by the core, and can consult all functions previously defined (which will depend on the input parameters). During the generation process (represented in the figure by the top-down flow, steps 1 to 3), components of higher levels configure and select lower level components in a hierarchical way until the lowest level is reached. Once the lowest level components have been generated, the information they have included in functions and properties can be collected by components in upper levels. This is shown in figure 4 by the bottom-up flow (steps 4 to 6). More detailed, the design process depicted in figure 4 includes the following steps: 1) Configuration of the desired FFT core parameters by means of the GUI. 2) Parameters of the top level components guide the generation process of the structure inside the core templates. The top templates of FB and FF architectures are based on the reuse of intermediate components (with medium complexity, they are memory, butterfly and rotator), which are selected and configured with the current values given by the parameters. 3) Intermediate components are based on the use of simple, well known and perfectly characterized low level components (register, mux, adder, etc.). 4) Once the low level components are configured, estimators can be accesed. Low level estimation will be described in section IV-A. 5) Simple low level estimates can be aggregated to estimate intermediate level components (it will also be explained in section IV-A). 6) Estimates from lower levels (which can be corrected with constants obtained from experimental measurements) and generated code are obtained. Next, the estimationa methodology that we have followed is described in detail.
A. Basic Estimation
There are different ways to implement an estimation tool. A first procedure, followed by Spiral [5] , would be performed through the measurement of resource use for a given set of examples carried out with different configuration options. From those measures estimation results can be extracted. A key point in this estimation procedure is that it is generalpurpose, because there is no need to know the details of the design to estimate. However, the accuracy of this approach is quite reduced, and the results become worse as the complexity and the number of parameters of the design grow.
Another approach to perform a good estimation is based on a perfect knowledge of the design architecture and the way it will be synthesized, taking into account the values of the different parameters involved in its configuration. In this case, the estimates of the basic components of the architecture under study will be required. These low-level estimates can be easy and accurately computed using the previous approach, because of the simplicity of these components. Taking this library of estimates as base, a simple and accurate estimation of the higher level architecture can be accomplished, specially if the specification of the design has taken advantage of a language devised with this purpose, as is the case of xHDL. This is the approach we have followed in this work, and will be deeply explained next.
B. Area estimation
Area estimation is critical for our purposes because it will be used as base for power estimation. With this idea in mind, it is easy to understand that the accuracy of this first estimator will be the key to the success of our design exploration tool.
We have first implemented a library of basic logic and arithmetic components as registers, multiplexers, counters or adders. Given that the target FPGA platform is a Xilinx device, we have selected as area units the LUTs and flip-flops (Ffs) required by the basic components.
Taking advantage of xHDL facilites to specify functions and properties, we have defined the properties AREA LUTS and AREA FFS which offer to the higher level components a particular value computed by a simple estimator. Higher level elements, which will instantiate and configure those components, will take the value of these properties to aggregate to their own estimation. It is therefore possible that these high level components, which have a more global view of the design, could correct area estimation through the modification of the AREA XXX estimates obtained from lower level components.
An additional area unit that can be considered for this kind of FPGAs is the use of special resources, as they are the memory blocks, built-in multipliers of even tri-state buffers. Their estimation is very easy and the accuracy that can obtained usually provides no error. 
1) Estimation of the Number of Slices:
Even though LUTs and Ffs give a clear idea of the area usage of the FPGA, it is most widely used the figure slices. Moreover, the power estimation will be strongly dependent on the accuracy of the estimation of the total number of slices. The estimation of this kind of resources requires a global view of the design, because after synthesis up to two LUTs and Ffs coming from different basic elements may be grouped in a single slice.
To estimate the area in terms of slices we have used information from several implementations to establish the way the synthesis tool packets LUTs and Ffs into slices. For this set of implementations we have observed the post-synthesis results obtained after Xilinx tools. The number of slices is always between two bounds: the lower bound, corresponds to the maximum efficiency of the synthesis tool, when LUTs and Ffs are packed two by two into a slice (R MIN = M ax(R F F , R LUT )/2). R F F and R LUT are real (synthesis) values. The upper bound corresponds to a very unefficient synthesis that assigns every LUT or FF to a single slice (R MAX = R F F + R LUT ). In figure 5 we can see how those values bound the slice estimation space.
When analyzing these bounds, we can see how the error made is practically the same and it does not depend on the architecture. We have therefore defined a correction constant for both, minimum and maximum bounds: K MAX = R MAX /R Slices and K MIN = R MIN /R Slices , where R Slices stands for the exact slice count. With these constants obtained from synthesis results we can implement a good slice estimator during the generation process, taking as input in this case the Ffs and LUTs estimated values (G LUT and G F F ):
2) Improving the accuracy of area estimation: The described estimation provides quite good results in most cases. However, there are some cases where the accuracy of the estimation is not good enough and deserves our attention. For instance, for the particular case when the FF architecture is generated for two stages we could appreciate a bigger deviation in the error obtained. Analyzing in depth this case we appreciated that the number of Ffs is much more larger than the number of LUTs. We have therefore defined a new variable considering the ratio between the number of LUTs and Ffs, F LR, which will define a validity range for the correction constants previously defined. The resulting values (calculated from experimental results) are as follows:
0.63 F LR < 0.9 0.49 0.9 ≤ F LR ≤ 1.5 0.36 F LR > 1.5
Applying those equations during the generation process we can obtain two estimates of the number of slices for both architectures, within the bounds given by R MAX and R MIN as can be seen in figure 5 , and very close to the real value R SLICES .
C. Power Estimation
A good dynamic power estimator requires not only the knowledge related to the particular design (logic used, final routing, etc.), but also information concerning the data used as input. The area estimates (in particular the slice estimation) can be used to characterize the resources used by the design under study, but it is well-known that in FPGAs the final routing has a critical impact on the final power consumption [12] , [13] . The problem we face when estimating power is that this kind of information is not available until the P&R has been performed. After P&R we could obtain very accurate power figures, but paying the price of enormous execution time and maybe obtaining results too late in the design cycle.
With these limitations in mind, our main goal when estimating power will be to provide, early in the design cycle, some values that allow the designer to compare among different implementation options or have an idea of the final power consumption required by a core within a final design. The price we can pay is accuracy but, as we will show in section V, this can be assumed by the designer.
To carry out the power estimation we will use again the values obtained for experimetal measures performed with several case studies of our architectures using the Xilinx XPower tool. We fixed in our case studies the activity rates at 25% (Virtex-II) with working frequencies of 20 and 100 MHz. With the results obtained in these conditions we can compute the average power dissipated per slice, resulting in approximately 5μW/slice/M Hz (5.7 for the FB architecture and 5.5 for the FF). We have used this constant with the estimation of slices required by the design to obtain the power estimation during the core generation.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
All experimental results have been done targeting Xilinx FPGAs, (in particular the VIRTEX-II xc2v4000-6), using as development environment Xilinx ISE 7.1.
A. Comparative study with other FFT generators
As mentioned in the related work section, there are two other tools that can be used to generate FFT cores: Xilinx Core Generator [3] , and Spiral [14] . We have generated with these tools different implementations of a 1024-point FFT with 16 input bits and no growth through the stages. In table I, we can see the experimental results obtained from Xilinx Core Generator (Xilinx), our FB and FF architectures and two experimental results from Spiral (Spiral P4 TH2 and P4 TH128). All area and performance results present two values that correspond to worst and best cases for the resource use. These different implementations depend on the efficiency of the resource mapping carried out by the design.
As can be seen in table I these architectures have very few common points and take advantage of the FPGA resources in different ways. All implementations make use of slices to implement logic functions, which could be a general measure of area. However, specific components can also be used, as is the case of BRAM memories or built-in multipliers, what results in important slice savings. It is therefore necessary to have a uniform measure to compare the different area and performance results. Even though our tool can synthesize implementations with these built-in components, we have decided to measure all area related issues in slices, which is the only component present in all FPGA families. To carry out this measurement, we need to know the equivalence of built-in components into slices.
In this sense, to establish the area required by a built-in multiplier we have implemented with logic a 16x16 pipelined multiplier, which occupies around 350 slices. We have not implemented the 18x18 multiplier integrated in the FPGA devices because it is not always fully exploited.
Regarding BRAMs, since they are large memory blocks that can be configured with different utilization, we have established two different capacity values (50% and 75%) to find the equivalent measure in slices. With these capacity values we have respectively obtained an area use of 850 and 1250 slices.
Finally, the best way to qualify a given architecture is to consider not only area, but also performance. In this sense we have defined a new measure called KSsec/slice which provides a ratio between performance (Ksamples per second) and area (slices). This new measure has been plotted in figure 6 to better compare all architectures. Xilinx implementations do an intensive use of BRAMs and multipliers, with the subsequent low count of slices. However, if we map these components into equivalent slices, the area measurement grows until it reaches the area required by our FF implemetation, but with a performance comparable with our FB implementation. Consequently, the metric shows that this implementation is characterized by a poor ratio between area and performance.
Regarding the Spiral architectures, SPIRAL P4 TH2 shows an intensive use of BRAM components with the corresponding reduced number of slices. The second architecture, SPIRAL P4 TH128, performs a more efficient BRAM mapping. The area to performance ratio shows for the first architecture a similar behaviour than the Xilinx implementation, whereas the second implementation improves this ratio significantly. We can conclude that FF and FB architectures provide the best implementation option, together with one of the Spiral architectures. In this sense, the FB architecture presents the best results in terms of area and the FF architecture shows the best performance figures, while SPIRAL P4 TH128 provides a solution that can be placed in between.
B. Validation of the estimation results
We have generated a set of radix-4 FFT architectures to validate the design exploration tool and its estimation procedures. Table II shows the results obtained for both synthesis and estimation in all examples. The example 8 FB 4 0 stands for an 8 input bits FB architecture with 4 stages (256 points) and without growth through the stages. The Ffs and LUTs estimation results for basic components can be seen with more detail in figure 7 , where the error in this estimation when compared with synthesis is in most cases below 10%. Ffs errors are mainly due to the removal of unnecessary registers. The LUTs error must be analyzed for both architectures: for the FB architecture error is mainly due to the ROM area estimation when memories are big enough to influence in the global area. In the FF architecture, even though more memories are required, this error is smaller because their size and their impact are smaller.
Regarding the estimation on the number of slices, the accuracy obtained is quite good, around 10%, and always below 20% of error. Worse results are due to a bad result in the required LUT estimation. Figure 8 shows the error obtained in the dynamic power estimation for two working frequencies. Given that the error is below 18%, these results allow the comparison among the different implementations in a quick way.
Finally, figure 9 shows the execution time spent in all examples for both estimation (area and power) and synthesis (only area) processes. As can be seen, the time required to estimate both area and power is orders of magnitude shorter than the time required to synthesize a core, even though the accuracy of the estimation is very good. It is specially interesting in the case of power, that after synthesis requires long simulations to obtain any power measure. These experimental results validate the rapid evaluation of design points that we targeted when designing the FFT generation tool, providing an excellent trade-off between accuracy and execution time.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a tool to generate parameterized FFT cores targeting FPGA devices. This tool allows a quick generation of FFT architectures after performing an easy design space exploration based on area and power estimates.
Our approach allows the system designer to select, very early in the design cycle, the best architecture that the system demands. Accurate estimates on power and area will help him/her when making decisions at system level without taking care of implementation details. As future work, the proposed estimation approach will be easily extended to other kind of algorithms.
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